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Issue Overview: The State of Technology

Level of autonomy determines the level of independence of the
vehicle from the human driver.

Outstanding Question: Is it feasible to wait for the level 5, or should commercial
rollout start sooner?
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Autonomous vehicle uses a combination of sensors and onboard
computers to control and navigate itself.

SENSE

THINK

ACT

Collect sensor data

Process data
Execute algorithms
Execute control loops

Connect to motors
Control steering
Control speed

Outstanding Question: Should a single company be in charge of developing
algorithms for all three aspects of autonomous driving?
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Autonomous vehicle is dependent on wide array of different
technologies.
CAMERAS

LIDAR

RADAR

Primary mode of sensing
the environment.

Uses light beams to
determine the distance
between car and
obstacles.

Uses radio waves to
determine the distance
between car and
obstacles.

INFRARED SENSORS

GPS

ULTRASONIC SENSORS

Detect lane markings,
pedestrians and bicyclists in
low lighting.

Satellite-based position of
vehicle. Accurate within
several feet.

Short-distance
information for parking
assistance systems.

INERTIAL NAVIGATION

DSRC

MAPS

Uses gyroscopes and
accelerometers to
determine vehicle position,
orientation, and velocity.

Used for communication
with other vehicles and
infrastructure.

Correction of
positioning.
Information about built
environment.

CENTRAL COMPUTER
All the collected data is processed by software that understands the rules of the road, manipulates
steering, accelerating and breaking.

Outstanding Question: Who is responsible if one of these components fail and
vehicle causes an accident?
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Sensing technology includes cameras, RADAR, LIDAR, and infrared and
ultrasonic sensors.
Camera

RADAR

LIDAR

• Cameras take images which are interpreted by a computer. Sensing is limited by
what the camera can ‘see’.
• RADAR emits radio waves which bounce off of objects. Can work in all weather
conditions but cannot differentiate between objects.
• LIDAR emits light pulses that measure distance of objects. Works in the dark.
Outstanding Question: Current technology is too expensive for mass adoption of
AVs. How can we foster faster innovation and development of sensor tech?
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Safety of autonomous vehicles relies on multiple redundant sensor
systems.

Outstanding Question: How can manufacturers use these technologies to
improve safety in today’s vehicles?
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Average autonomous vehicle processes about 4,000 gigabytes of data
per day, while the average internet user processes 1 gigabyte per day.

• Data accumulates as a result of the sense-plan-act procedure, mapping, light
detection, and vehicle-to-vehicle communication.
• Transfer of the collected data from the car to the control center/manufacturer
requires better communication infrastructure.
Outstanding Question: Can cities use this data to create a better-informed
policy? Will cities have capabilities to process and analyze the data?
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Autonomous vehicles will communicate via 5G network and Dedicated
Short Range Communications (DSRC).

Outstanding Question: Should the cities or private companies be in charge of
funding the smart infrastructure?
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Vehicles will communicate with other vehicles, infrastructure,
manufacturer, owner and/or fleet operator.
Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) – DSRC/5G
• Position and speed
• Platooning information – vehicle
coordination
• Enhanced Safety

• Vehicle to Manufacturer/TNC – 5G
• Usage/safety statistics
• Software update

Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) - DSRC/5G
• Smart traffic lights and signs
• Ramp metering
• Parking and charger station finding
• Curb use rules and availability
• National standards important

Vehicle to Internet – 5G
• Map updates
• Software updates
• Entertainment

Outstanding Question: How to best ensure privacy? Should privacy be traded for
safety/convenience of autonomous vehicles?
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Cybersecurity: The same types of attacks that are possible in any
connected device are generally possible in connected vehicles.

• Possible attacks: Denial-of-service attacks , remote access and control, man-inthe-middle attacks, etc.
• The difference between attacks on common IoT devices and attacks on a
autonomous vehicle is the likelihood for increased risk to life and property.
Outstanding Question: Will we need an antivirus for our cars?
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Business model of car manufacturers of the future will rely less on
sales of hardware and more on sales of software.
Control
• Steering and breaking control unit
• Engine control unit
• Airbag control unit
• Smartphone connectivity
• Remote keyless entry
• Vehicle access system control unit

Infotainment
• Apps
• Multimedia
Driving assistance
• Updates on the latest tech
• Map updates

• New business model creates new vulnerabilities, such as software glitches (more code
means more opportunity for bugs and mistakes); incompatibility between different
software products developed by different developers; smartphone vulnerabilities, and
malicious or faulty updates.

Outstanding Question: Should the government create software compatibility
standards?
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Key technology areas that require more development are artificial
intelligence, GPS, and LIDAR.

• Machine learning algorithms - In order for the AV to operate in a full range of
environments, it will require more efficient algorithms, which will allow the base
level software to be developed and tested with a self-learning capability.
• The cost of sensors such as GPS and LIDAR is currently impeding the mass
adoption of autonomous vehicles.
Outstanding Question: Quest for a better AV is likely to create new industries.
Law and policy-makers need to be up-to-date with the progress of the AV tech.
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New infrastructure has the potential to accelerate adoption of
autonomous vehicles.

• Autonomous vehicles open new possibilities for the development of smart
infrastructure and procedures, such as smart traffic lights, better parking and
integration with the public transit.
• Sources of funding could come from taxes, fees, government and state grants,
private-public partnerships and private investors.
Outstanding Question: Who should fund the smart infrastructure?
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Aside from automation, rise of electric car and car-sharing will
fundamentally change the nature of transportation.

• Shared, electric and autonomous car will have a profound impact on safety, traffic
efficiency, energy consumption, emissions, curb use, land use, travel patterns, choice of
residential, location, governance and funding and revenue sources

Outstanding Question: Can good policy guide the adoption of these
technologies toward a more efficient and safer transportation system?
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